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SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND ANOMIE
ROBERT K. MERTON
Harvard University
T

HERE

persists a notable tendency in sociologicaltheory to attribute

the malfunctioning of social structure primarily to those of man's
imperious biological drives which are not adequately restrained by
social control. In this view, the social order is solely a device for "impulse
management" and the "social processing" of tensions. These impulses
which break through social control, be it noted, are held to be biologically
derived. Nonconformity is assumed to be rooted in original nature.' Conformity is by implication the result of an utilitarian calculus or unreasoned
conditioning. This point of view, whatever its other deficiences, clearly
begs one question. It provides no basis for determining the nonbiological
conditions which induce deviations from prescribed patterns of conduct.
In this paper, it will be suggested that certain phases of social structure
generate the circumstances in which infringement of social codes constitutes
a "normal" response.2
The conceptual scheme to be outlined is designed to provide a coherent,
systematic approach to the study of socio-cultural sources of deviate
behavior. Our primary aim lies in discovering how some social structures
exert a definite pressure upon certain persons in the society to engage in
nonconformist rather than conformist conduct. The many ramifications of
the scheme cannot all be discussed; the problems mentioned outnumber
those explicitly treated.
Among the elements of social and cultural structure, two are important
for our purposes. These are analytically separable although they merge
imperceptibly in concrete situations. The first consists of culturally defined
goals, purposes, and interests. It comprises a frame of aspirational reference. These goals are more or less integrated and involve varying degrees
of prestige and sentiment. They constitute a basic, but not the exclusive,
component of what Linton aptly has called "designs for group living."
Some of these cultural aspirations are related to the original drives of man,
but they are not determined by them. The second phase of the social
1 E.g., Ernest Jones, Social Aspects of Psychoanalysis, 28, London, I924. If the Freudian
notion is a variety of the "original sin" dogma, then the interpretation advanced in this paper
may be called the doctrine of "socially derived sin."
2 "Normal" in the sense of a culturally oriented, if not approved, response. This statement
does not deny the relevance of biological and personality differences which may be significantly
involved in the incidence of deviate conduct. Our focus of interest is the social and cultural
matrix; hence we abstract from other factors. It is in this sense, I take it, that James S. Plant
speaks of the "normal reaction of normal people to abnormal conditions." See his Personality
and the Cultural Pattern, 248, New York, I 937.
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structure defines, regulates, and controls the acceptable modes of achieving
these goals. Every social group invariably couples its scale of desired ends
with moral or institutional regulation of permissible and required procedures
for attaining these ends. These regulatory norms and moral imperatives
do not necessarily coincide with technical or efficiency norms. Many procedures which from the standpoint of particular individuals would be most
efficient in securing desired values, e.g., illicit oil-stock schemes, theft,
fraud, are ruled out of the institutional area of permitted conduct. The
choice of expedients is limited by the institutional norms.
To say that these two elements, culture goals and institutional norms,
operate jointly is not to say that the ranges of alternative behaviors and
aims bear some constant relation to one another. The emphasis upon certain
goals may vary independently of the degree of emphasis upon institutional
means. There may develop a disproportionate, at times, a virtually exclusive, stress upon the value of specific goals, involving relatively slight
concern with the institutionally appropriate modes of attaining these goals.
The limiting case in this direction is reached when the range of alternative
procedures is limited only by technical rather than institutional considerations. Any and all devices which promise attainment of the all important
goal would be permitted in this hypothetical polar case.3 This constitutes
one type of cultural malintegration. A second polar type is found in groups
where activities originally conceived as instrumental are transmuted into
ends in themselves. The original purposes are forgotten and ritualistic
adherence to institutionallyprescribed conduct becomes virtually obsessive.4
Stability is largely ensured while change is flouted. The range of alternative
behaviors is severely limited. There develops a tradition-bound, sacred
society characterized by neophobia. The occupational psychosis of the
bureaucrat may be cited as a case in point. Finally, there are the intermediate types of groups where a balance between culture goals and institu3Contemporary American culture has been said to tend in this direction. See Andre
Siegfried, America Comes of Age, 26-37, New York, I927. The alleged extreme(?) emphasis
on the goals of monetary success and material prosperity leads to dominant concern with
technological and social instruments designed to produce the desired result, inasmuch as institutional controls become of secondary importance. In such a situation, innovation flourishes
as the range of means employed is broadened. In a sense, then, there occurs the paradoxical
emergence of "materialists" from an "idealistic" orientation. Cf. Durkheim's analysis of the
cultural conditions which predispose toward crime and innovation, both of which are aimed
toward efficiency, not moral norms. Durkheim was one of the first to see that "contrairement
aux idees courantes le criminel n'apparait plus comme un 8tre radicalement insociable, comme
une sorte d'element parasitaire, de corps stranger et inassimilable, introduit au sein de la
society; c'est un agent regulier de la vie sociale." See Les Regles de la Methode Sociologique,

86-89, Paris, I927.
4Such ritualism may be associated with a mythology which rationalizes these actions so
that they appear to retain their status as means, but the dominant pressure is in the direction
of strict ritualistic conformity, irrespective of such rationalizations. In this sense, ritual has
proceeded farthest when such rationalizations are not even called forth.
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tional means is maintained. These are the significantly integrated and
relatively stable, though changing, groups.
An effective equilibrium between the two phases of the social structure
is maintained as long as satisfactions accrue to individuals who conform
to both constraints, viz., satisfactions from the achievement of the goals
and satisfactions emerging directly from the institutionally canalized
modes of striving to attain these ends. Success, in such equilibrated cases,
is twofold. Success is reckoned in terms of the product and in terms of the
process, in terms of the outcome and in terms of activities. Continuing
satisfactions must derive from sheer participation in a competitive order
as well as from eclipsing one's competitors if the order itself is to be sustained. The occasional sacrifices involved in institutionalized conduct must
be compensated by socialized rewards. The distribution of statuses and
roles through competition must be so organized that positive incentives
for conformity to roles and adherence to status obligations are provided
for every position within the distributive order. Aberrant conduct, therefore, may be viewed as a symptom of dissociation between culturally defined
aspirations and socially structured means.
Of the types of groups which result from the independent variation of
the two phases of the social structure, we shall be primarily concerned
with the first, namely, that involving a disproportionate accent on goals.
This statement must be recast in a proper perspective. In no group is
there an absence of regulatory codes governing conduct, yet groups do vary
in the degree to which these folkways, mores, and institutional controls
are effectively integrated with the more diffuse goals which are part of the
culture matrix. Emotional convictions may cluster about the complex of
socially acclaimed ends, meanwhile shifting their support from the culturally defined implementation of these ends. As we shall see, certain aspects
of the social structure may generate countermores and antisocial behavior
precisely because of differential emphases on goals and regulations. In the
extreme case, the latter may be so vitiated by the goal-emphasis that the
range of behavior is limited only by considerations of technical expediency.
The sole significant question then becomes, which available means is most
efficient in netting the socially approved value?' The technically most feasible procedure, whether legitimate or not, is preferred to the institutionally
prescribed conduct. As this process continues, the integration of the society
becomes tenuous and anomie ensues.
5 In this connection, one may see the relevance of Elton Mayo's paraphrase of the title of
Tawney's well known book. "Actually the problem is not that of the sickness of an acquisitive
society; it is that of the acquisitiveness of a sick society." Human Problems of an Industrial
Civilization, I53, New York, I933. Mayo deals with the process through which wealth comes
to be a symbol of social achievement. He sees this as arising from a state of anomie. We are
considering the unintegrated monetary-success goal as an element in producing anomie.
A complete analysis would involve both phases of this system of interdependent variables.
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Thus, in competitive athletics, when the aim of victory is shorn of its
institutional trappings and success in contests becomes construed as "winning the game" rather than "winning through circumscribed modes of
activity," a premium is implicitly set upon the use of illegitimate but technically efficient means. The star of the opposing football team is surreptitiously slugged; the wrestler furtively incapacitates his opponent through
ingenious but illicit techniques; university alumni covertly subsidize
"students" whose talents are largely confined to the athletic field. The
emphasis on the goal has so attenuated the satisfactions deriving from
sheer participation in the competitive activity that these satisfactions are
virtually confined to a successful outcome. Through the same process, tension generated by the desire to win in a poker game is relieved by
successfully dealing oneself four aces, or, when the cult of success has become completely dominant, by sagaciously shuffling the cards in a game of
solitaire. The faint twinge of uneasiness in the last instance and the surreptious nature of public delicts indicate clearly that the institutional rules
of the game are known to those who evade them, but that the emotional
supports of these rules are largely vitiated by cultural exaggeration of the
success-goal.' They are microcosmic images of the social macrocosm.
Of course, this process is not restricted to the realm of sport. The process
whereby exaltation of the end generates a literal demoralization, i.e., a
deinstitutionalization, of the means is one which characterizes many7
groups in which the two phases of the social structure are not highly integrated. The extreme emphasis upon the accumulation of wealth as a
symbol of success8 in our own society militates against the completely
effective control of institutionally regulated modes of acquiring a fortune.9
Fraud, corruption, vice, crime, in short, the entire catalogue of proscribed
6 It is unlikely that interiorized norms are completely eliminated. Whatever residuum
persists will induce personality tensions and conflict. The process involves a certain degree of
ambivalence. A manifest rejection of the institutional norms is coupled with some latent
retention of their emotional correlates. "Guilt feelings," "sense of sin," "pangs of conscience"
are obvious manifestations of this unrelieved tension; symbolic adherence to the nominally
repudiated values or rationalizations constitute a more subtle variety of tensional release.
7 "Many," and not all, unintegrated groups, for the reason already mentioned. In groups
where the primary emphasis shifts to institutional means, i.e., when the range of alternatives
is very limited, the outcome is a type of ritualism rather than anomie.
8 Money has several peculiarities which render it particularly apt to become a symbol of
prestige divorced from institutional controls. As Simmel emphasized, money is highly abstract
and impersonal. However acquired, through fraud or institutionally, it can be used to purchase
the same goods and services. The anonymity of metropolitan culture, in conjunction with this
peculiarity of money, permits wealth, the sources of which may be unknown to the community
in which the plutocrat lives, to serve as a symbol of status.
I The emphasis upon wealth as a success-symbol is possibly reflected in the use of the term
"fortune" to refer to a stock of accumulated wealth. This meaning becomes common in the
late sixteenth century (Spenser and Shakespeare). A similar usage of the Latinfortuna comes
into prominence during the first century B.C. Both these periods were marked by the rise to
prestige and power of the "bourgeoisie."
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behavior, becomes increasingly common when the emphasis on the culturally inducedsuccess-goal becomes divorced from a coordinated institutional
emphasis. This observation is of crucial theoretical importance in examining
the doctrine that antisocial behavior most frequently derives from biological drives breaking through the restraints imposed by society. The
difference is one between a strictly utilitarian interpretation which conceives man's ends as random and an analysis which finds these ends deriving from the basic values of the culture.10
Our analysis can scarcely stop at this juncture. We must turn to other
aspects of the social structure if we are to deal with the social genesis of the
varying rates and types of deviate behavior characteristic of different societies. Thus far, we have sketched three ideal types of social orders constituted by distinctive patterns of relations between culture ends and
means. Turning from these types of culturepatterning, we find five logically
possible, alternative modes of adjustment or adaptation by individuals
within the culture-bearing society or group." These are schematically
presented in the following table, where (+) signifies "acceptance," (-)
signifies "elimination" and (?) signifies "rejection and substitution of new
goals and standards."
Culture Goals Institutionalized Means
I. Conformity
+
+
II. Innovation
+
III. Ritualism
+
IV. Retreatism
V. Rebellion'2

+

+

Our discussion of the relation between these alternative responses and
other phases of the social structure must be prefaced by the observation
that persons may shift from one alternative to another as they engage in
different social activities. These categories refer to role adjustments in
specific situations, not to personality in toto. To treat the development of
this process in various spheres of conduct would introduce a complexity
unmanageable within the confines of this paper. For this reason, we shall
be concerned primarily with economic activity in the broad sense, "the
10 See Kingsley Davis, "Mental Hygiene and the Class Structure," Psychiatry, i928, I,
esp. 62-63; Talcott Parsons, The Structureof Social Action, 59-60, New York, I937.
11This is a level intermediate between the two planes distinguished by Edward Sapir;
namely, culture patterns and personal habit systems. See his "Contribution of Psychiatry to
an Understanding of Behavior in Society," Amer. 7. Sociol., I937, 42: 862-70.
12 This fifth alternative is on a plane clearly different from that of the others. It represents
a transitionalresponse which seeks to institutionalize new procedures oriented toward revamped
cultural goals shared by the members of the society. It thus involves efforts to change the
existing structure rather than to perform accommodative actions within this structure, and
introduces additional problems with which we are not at the moment concerned.
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production, exchange, distribution and consumption of goods and services" in our competitive society, wherein wealth has taken on a highly
symbolic cast. Our task is to search out some of the factors which exert
pressure upon individuals to engage in certain of these logically possible
alternative responses. This choice, as we shall see, is far from random.
In every society, Adaptation I (conformity to both culture goalsand
means) is the most common and widely diffused. Were this not so, the
stability and continuity of the society could not be maintained. The mesh
of expectancies which constitutes every social order is sustained by the
modal behavior of its members falling within the first category. Conventional role behavior oriented toward the basic values of the group is the
rule rather than the exception. It is this fact alone which permits us to
speak of a human aggregate as comprising a group or society.
Conversely, Adaptation IV (rejection of goals and means) is the least
common. Persons who "adjust" (or maladjust) in this fashion are, strictly
speaking, in the society but not of it. Sociologically, these constitute the
true "aliens." Not sharing the common frame of orientation, they can be
included within the societal population merely in a fictional sense. In this
category are some of the activities of psychotics, psychoneurotics, chronic
autists, pariahs, outcasts, vagrants, vagabonds, tramps, chronic drunkards
and drug addicts.13These have relinquished, in certain spheres of activity,
the culturally defined goals, involving complete aim-inhibition in the polar
case, and their adjustments are not in accord with institutional norms.
This is not to say that in some cases the source of their behavioral adjustments is not in part the very social structure which they have in effect
repudiated nor that their very existence within a social area does not
constitute a problem for the socialized population.
This mode of "adjustment" occurs, as far as structural sources are concerned, when both the culture goals and institutionalized procedures have
been assimilated thoroughly by the individual and imbued with affect and
high positive value, but where those institutionalized procedures which
promise a measure of successful attainment of the goals are not available
to the individual. In such instances, there results a twofold mental conflict
insofar as the moral obligation for adopting institutional means conflicts
with the pressure to resort to illegitimate means (which may attain the goal)
and inasmuch as the individual is shut off from means which are both legitimate and effective. The competitive order is maintained, but the frustrated
and handicapped individual who cannot cope with this order drops out.
13 Obviously, this is an elliptical statement. These individuals may maintain some orientation to the values of their particular differentiated groupings within the larger society or, in
part, of the conventional society itself. Insofar as they do so, their conduct cannot be classified
in the "passive rejection" category (IV). Nels Anderson's description of the behavior and attitudes of the bum, for example, can readily be recast in terms of our analytical scheme. See
The Hobo, 93-98, et passim, Chicago, I 923.
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Defeatism, quietism and resignation are manifested in escape mechanisms
which ultimately lead the individual to "escape" from the requirements
of the society. It is an expedient which arises from continued failure to
attain the goal by legitimate measures and from an inability to adopt the
illegitimate route because of internalized prohibitions and institutionalized
compulsives, during which process the supreme value of the success-goal has
as yet not been renounced. The conflict is resolved by eliminating both
precipitating elements, the goals and means. The escape is complete, the
conflict is eliminated and the individual is a socialized.
Be it noted that where frustration derives from the inaccessibility of
effective institutional means for attaining economic or any other type of
highly valued "success," that Adaptations II, III and V (innovation,
ritualism and rebellion) are also possible. The result will be determined by
the particular personality, and thus, the particular cultural background,
involved. Inadequate socialization will result in the innovation response
whereby the conflict and frustration are eliminated by relinquishing the
institutional means and retaining the success-aspiration; an extreme assimilation of institutional demands will lead to ritualism wherein the goal is
dropped as beyond one's reach but conformity to the mores persists; and
rebellion occurs when emancipation from the reigning standards, due to
frustration or to marginalist perspectives, leads to the attempt to introduce
a ''new social order."
Our major concern is with the illegitimacy adjustment. This involves
the use of conventionally proscribed but frequently effective means of
attaining at least the simulacrum of culturally defined success,-wealth,
power, and the like. As we have seen, this adjustment occurs when the
individual has assimilated the cultural emphasis on success without equally
internalizing the morally prescribed norms governing means for its attainment. The question arises, Which phases of our social structure predispose
toward this mode of adjustment? We may examine a concrete instance,
effectively analyzed by Lohman,"4which provides a clue to the answer.
Lohman has shown that specialized areas of vice in the near north side
of Chicago constitute a "normal" response to a situation where the cultural
emphasis upon pecuniary success has been absorbed, but where there is
little access to conventional and legitimate means for attaining such success. The, conventional occupational opportunities of persons in this area
are almost completely limited to manual labor. Given our cultural stigmatization of manual labor, and its correlate, the prestige of white collar work,
it is clear that the result is a strain toward innovational practices. The
limitation of opportunity to unskilled labor and the resultant low income
14 Joseph D. Lohman, "The Participant Observer in Community Studies," Amer. Sociol.
Rev., I937, 2:89o-98.
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can not compete in terms of conventionalstandards of achievementwith the
high income from organized vice.
For our purposes, this situation involves two important features. First,
such antisocial behavior is in a sense "called forth" by certain conventional values of the culture and by the class structure involving differential
access to the approved opportunities for legitimate, prestige-bearing pursuit of the culture goals. The lack of high integration between the meansand-end elements of the cultural pattern and the particular class structure
combine to favor a heightened frequency of antisocial conduct in such
groups. The second consideration is of equal significance. Recourse to the
first of the alternative responses, legitimate effort, is limited by the fact
that actual advance toward desired success-symbols through conventional
channels is, despite our persisting open-class ideology,15 relatively rare
and difficult for those handicapped by little formal education and few
economic resources. The dominant pressure of group standards of success
is, therefore, on the gradual attenuation of legitimate, but by and large
ineffective, strivings and the increasing use of illegitimate, but more or less
effective, expedients of vice and crime. The cultural demands made on
persons in this situation are incompatible. On the one hand, they are asked
to orient their conduct toward the prospect of accumulating wealth and
on the other, they are largely denied effective opportunities to do so institutionally. The consequences of such structural inconsistency are psychopathological personality, and/or antisocial conduct, and/or revolutionary
activities. The equilibrium between culturally designated means and ends
becomes highly unstable with the progressive emphasis on attaining the
prestige-laden ends by any means whatsoever. Within this context, Capone
represents the triumph of amoral intelligence over morally prescribed
"failure," when the channels of vertical mobility are closed or narrowed'6
15 The shifting historical role of this ideology is a profitable subject for exploration. The
"office-boy-to-president" stereotype was once in approximate accord with the facts. Such
vertical mobility was probably more common then than now, when the class structure is more
rigid. (See the following note.) The ideology largely persists, however, possibly because it still
performs a useful function for maintaining the status quo. For insofar as it is accepted by the
"masses," it constitutes a useful sop for those who might rebel against the entire structure,
were this consoling hope removed.This ideology now serves to lessen the probability of Adaptation V. In short, the role of this notion has changed from that of an approximately valid
empirical theorem to that of an ideology, in Mannheim's sense.
16 There is a growing body of evidence, though none of it is clearly conclusive, to the effect
that our class structure is becoming rigidified and that vertical mobility is declining. Taussig
and Joslyn found that American business leaders are being increasingly recruited from the
upper ranks of our society. The Lynds have also found a "diminished chance to get ahead"
for the working classes in Middletown. Manifestly, these objective changes are not alone
significant; the individual's subjective evaluation of the situation is a major determinant of the
response. The extent to which this change in opportunity for social mobility has been recognized by the least advantaged classes is still conjectural, although the Lynds present some suggestive materials. The writer suggests that a case in point is the increasing frequency of
cartoons which observe in a tragi-comic vein that "my old man says everybody can't be Presi-
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in a society which places a high premium on economic affluence and social
ascentfor all its members.17
This last qualification is of primary importance. It suggests that other
phases of the social structure besides the extreme emphasis on pecuniary
success, must be considered if we are to understand the social sources of
antisocial behavior. A high frequency of deviate behavior is not generated
simply by "lack of opportunity" or by this exaggerated pecuniary emphasis. A comparatively rigidified class structure, a feudalistic or caste order,
may limit such opportunities far beyond the point which obtains in our
society today. It is only when a system of cultural values extols, virtually
above all else, certain commonsymbols of successfor the population at large
while its social structure rigorously restricts or completely eliminates
access to approved modes of acquiring these symbolsfor a considerablepart
of the same population, that antisocial behavior ensues on a considerable
scale. In other words, our egalitarian ideology denies by implication the
existence of noncompeting groups and individuals in the pursuit of pecuniary success. The same body of success-symbols is held to be desirable for
all. These goals are held to transcendclass lines, not to be bounded by them,
yet the actual social organization is such that there exist class differentials
in the accessibility of these common success-symbols. Frustration and
thwarted aspiration lead to the search for avenues of escape from a culturally induced intolerable situation; or unrelieved ambition may eventuate in illicit attempts to acquire the dominant values.'8 The American stress
on pecuniary success and ambitiousness for all thus invites exaggerated
anxieties, hostilities, neuroses and antisocial behavior.
This theoretical analysis may go far toward explaining the varying correlations between crime and poverty.19 Poverty is not an isolated variable.
dent. He says if ya can get three days a week steady on W.P.A. work ya ain't doin' so bad
either." See F. W. Taussig and C. S. Joslyn, American Business Leaders, New York, I932;
R. S. and H. M. Lynd, Middletown in Transition, 67 ff., chap. I 2, New York, I937.
17 The role of the Negro in this respect is of considerable theoretical interest. Certain
elements of the Negro population have assimilated the dominant caste's values of pecuniary
success and social advancement, but they also recognize that social ascent is at present restricted to their own caste almost exclusively. The pressures upon the Negro which would
otherwise derive from the structural inconsistencies we have noticed are hence not identical
with those upon lower class whites. See Kingsley Davis, op. cit., 63; John Dollard, Caste and
Class in a Southern Town, 66 if., New Haven, I936; Donald Young, American Minority
Peoples, 58I, New York, I932.
18 The psychical coordinates of these processes have been partly established by the experimental evidence concerning Anspruchsniveaus and levels of performance. See Kurt Lewin,
Vorsatz, Wille und Bedurfnis, Berlin, i926; N. F. Hoppe, "Erfolg und Misserfolg," Psychol.
Forschung, I930, I4:i-63; Jerome D. Frank, "Individual Differences in Certain Aspects of
the Level of Aspiration," Amer. .7. Psychol., I935, 47: I i9-28.
19Standard criminology texts summarize the data in this field. Our scheme of analysis may
serve to resolve some of the theoretical contradictions which P. A. Sorokin indicates. For
example, "not everywhere nor always do the poor show a greater proportion of crime ... many
poorer countries have had less crime than the richer countries . . . The [economic] improve-
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It is one in a complex of interdependent social and cultural variables.
When viewed in such a context, it represents quite different states of
affairs. Poverty as such, and consequent limitation of opportunity, are
not sufficient to induce a conspicuously high rate of criminal behavior.
Even the often mentioned "poverty in the midst of plenty" will not necessarily lead to this result. Only insofar as poverty and associated disadvantages in competition for the culture values approved for all members of the
society is linked with the assimilation of a cultural emphasis on monetary
accumulation as a symbol of success is antisocial conduct a "normal"
outcome. Thus, poverty is less highly correlated with crime in southeastern
Europe than in the United States. The possibilities of vertical mobility in
these European areas would seem to be fewer than in this country, so that
neither poverty per se nor its association with limited opportunity is sufficient to account for the varying correlations. It is only when the full
configuration is considered, poverty, limited opportunity and a commonly
shared system of success symbols, that we can explain the higher association
between poverty and crime in our society than in others where rigidified
class structure is coupled with differential class symbols of achievement.
In societies such as our own, then, the pressure of prestige-bearing success tends to eliminate the effective social constraint over means employed
to this end. "The-end-justifies-the-means" doctrine becomes a guiding
tenet for action when the cultural structure unduly exalts the end and the
social organization unduly limits possible recourse to approved means.
Otherwise put, this notion and associated behavior reflect a lack of cultural
coordination. In international relations, the effects of this lack of integration
are notoriously apparent. An emphasis upon national power is not readily
coordinated with an inept organization of legitimate, i.e., internationally
defined and accepted, means for attaining this goal. The result is a tendency
toward the abrogation of international law, treaties become scraps of
paper, "undeclared warefare" serves as a technical evasion, the bombing
of civilian populations is rationalized,2 just as the same societal situation
induces the same sway of illegitimacy among individuals.
The social order we have described necessarily produces this "strain
toward dissolution." The pressure of such an order is upon outdoing one's
competitors. The choice of means within the ambit of institutional control
will persist as long as the sentiments supporting a competitive system,
i.e., deriving from the possibility of outranking competitors and hence enment in the second half of the nineteenth century, and the beginning of the twentieth, has not
been followed by a decrease of crime." See his ContemporarySociological Theories, 560-6i,
New York, i928. The crucial point is, however, that poverty has varying social significance in
different social structures, as we shall see. Hence, one would not expect a linear correlation
betweem crime and poverty.
20 See M. W. Royse, Aerial Bombardmentand the International Regulation of War, New
York, i928.
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joying the favorable response of others, are distributed throughout the
entire system of activities and are not confined merely to the final result.
A stable social structure demands a balanced distribution of affect among
its various segments. When there occurs a shift of emphasis from the satisfactions deriving from competition itself to almost exclusive concern with
successful competition, the resultant stress leads to the breakdown of the
regulatory structure.' With the resulting attenuation of the institutional
imperatives, there occurs an approximation of the situation erroneously
held by utilitarians to be typical of society generally wherein calculations
of advantage and fear of punishment are the sole regulating agencies. In
such situations, as Hobbes observed, force and fraud come to constitute
the sole virtues in view of their relative efficiency in attaining goals,which were for him, of course, not culturally derived.
It should be apparent that the foregoing discussion is not pitched on a
moralistic plane. Whatever the sentiments of the writer or reader concerning the ethical desirability of coordinating the means-and-goals phases of
the social structure, one must agree that lack of such coordination leads to
anomie. Insofar as one of the most general functions of social organization
is to provide a basis for calculability and regularity of behavior, it is increasingly limited in effectiveness as these elements of the structure become
dissociated. At the extreme, predictability virtually disappears and what
may be properly termed cultural chaos or anomie intervenes.
This statement, being brief, is also incomplete. It has not included an exhaustive treatment of the various structural elements which predispose
toward one rather than another of the alternative responses open to individuals; it has neglected, but not denied the relevance of, the factors determining the specific incidence of these responses; it has not enumerated
the various concrete responses which are constituted by combinations of
specific values of the analytical variables; it has omitted, or included only
by implication, any consideration of the social functions performed by illicit
responses; it has not tested the full explanatory power of the analytical
scheme by examining a large number of group variations in the frequency
of deviate and conformist behavior; it has not adequately dealt with rebellious conduct which seeks to refashion the social framework radically; it
has not examined the relevance of cultural conflict for an analysis of culture-goal and institutional-means malintegration. It is suggested that these
and related problems may be profitably analyzed by this scheme.
21 Since our primary concern is with the socio-cultural aspects of this problem, the psychological correlates have been only implicitly considered. See Karen H-orney, The Neurotic
Personality of Our Time, New York, I937, for a psychological discussion of this process.
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